Round Table
Sala Cinema

22 october 2015

Global schools: let new topics in!
TIME 9:30 am – 12:30 am

General objective of SAME international Round Table is
to foster dialogue between European institutions regarding
their experience with the inclusion of topics revolving around
the relationship between social and environmental justice in
school curricula, in a global perspective.

Representatives of education authorities from SAME
project European partners countries will discuss together
with teachers, professors, educators and students about
the outcomes of the workshop having taken place on the
previous day (21st of October – afternoon workshop).
Programme

• Introduction to the Round Table

• Self introduction by the Representatives of education
authorities

• The expert who led the workshops on September 21st will
report to the Round Table's participants the outcomes of
the workshops having taken place on the previous day
and the requests. She will ask everyone to take such
outcomes and requests into consideration during the
discussion

• Debate with the audience
• Conclusions

Representatives of education authorities

Ralf Seifert, Head of Division Educational Authority, in
charge of Global Learning - Saxon Ministry of Educational
and Cultural Affairs; Gabriela Mitkova Nikolova, Director
of Regional Inspectorate for Education, Silistra (Portugal);
Dimitris Gkotzos, Environmental Education Coordinator
at Β΄ Athens Primary Education Directorate, Ministry of
Education (Greece); Igor Lipovšek, National Education
Institute of the Republic of Slovenia; Katrin Saart, Estonian
Research Council; Katalin Széger, Hungarian Society of
Environmenatl Education and teacher from Central European
University; Eleonora De Venuti, Municipality XIII of Rome,
representative for school policies; Paolo Landini, Macrosettore Ambiente, Province of Varese.
MODERATOR

Elisabetta Bianca Melandri, CIES Onlus President
Graphic Recording by Christopher Malapitan

CONTENTS AND STRUCTURE
The “SAME World in different schools” Seminar
deals with two main issues: environmental justice
and related contents and related approaches in
formal education (methodology).
The morning session starts with an overview on
the issues/contents (first part of the morning) and
continues dealing with their application within
formal education setting, thus illustrating practices
and methodologies outside EU (contributions from
Tanzania, Kenya and Mozambique) and inside EU.

Project co-funded by
the European Union

The main goal of the morning session is to give an
overview of the main project topics (Environmental
Justice, Climate Change and Environmental
Migrants) and illustrate existing education best
practices, experiences and methodologies within
formal education setting. The ultimate goal is to
provide inputs to teachers/professors, educators
and students who will then participate in the
afternoon workshop and work on ideas / proposals
/ recommendations to be presented the day after to
the authorities (round table - Thursday 22nd).

GENERAL PUBLIC/PARTICIPANTS
Teachers, academics, university students and
professors, representatives of authorities (local,
national, European), knowledge providers, press
and local media, representatives of civil society.
Simultaneous translation (Italian-English) will be available
in the Morning Session
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Environmental Justice
for a same world

“SAME World in different schools”

PROGRAMME
Morning session
Sala Facchinetti
8:30
9:15

9:30

9:45

21 october 2015

Registration

Elisabetta Bianca Melandri, CIES Onlus
President and Francesca Santapaola, Istituto
OIKOS Head of Communication and Sustainability
Education: welcome message and presentations

Georgia Liarakou, Associate Professor of
Environmental Education - University of the
Aegean, School of Humanities, Pedagogical
Department of Primary Education, CTI associate
11:15

11:45 – 12:30 Experiences and good practices from non

EU countries:

• Losing our land: climate change and migration
in Tanzani, Kupaza Ramadhani, Oikos East
Africa NGO Director

Introduction to the Seminar by Pietro Raitano.
Journalist and Director of the Italian magazine
Altreconomia

• Changing climate changing people: the
Kenya perspective, Stephen Mulili Musyoka,
Monitoring, Evaluation and Training Manager
at Africa Sand Dam Foundation; Cornelius
Kyalo Matheka, Executive Director at Africa
Sand Dam Foundation

Gabriella Liberatore, Italian Ministry of
Education Representative for Expo 2015 General Directorate for Students, integration,
participation and communication - MIUR Ministero
dell’Istruzione, dell’Università e della Ricerca

• Climate Change, environmental migrations
and environmental education: Experiences
from Mozambique, Camilo Nhancale, cofounder, chair and research coordinator of
KUWUKA – JDA, Juventude Desenvolvimento
e Advocacia Ambiente (Youth Development
and Environmental Advocacy)

10:00 Educating citizens, envisioning the future - SAME

World project presentation by Silvia di Laurenzi,
SAME project manager and CIES Onlus Head of
Education and Training Department

10:15 What is Climate Change, causes and effects.

Stefano Caserini, Professor of Mitigation
of Climate Change - Politecnico di Milano,
Department of Civil and Environmental
Engineering - Environmental Section

ecosystems and sustainability.
Peter Fedor, Professor of Environmental Ecology
- Comenius University in Bratislava, Faculty of
Natural Sciences, Department of Environmental
Ecology

12:30 Experiences and good practices from EU countries

– Presentation of SAME World EU associates
and their network by Daniela Melandri, Expert
on sustainable communication and cross media
educational projects related to energy and
sustainability

10:30 Biodiversity,

of the project Environmantal
migrants: the last illusion by documentary
photographer
Alessandro
Grassani,
he
works among others with The New York Times,
L’Espresso, Sunday Times, Vanity Fair and
Organizations such as Doctors of the World and
IOM, International Organization for Migration

12.45

10:45 Presentation

11:00

Theoretical approaches and practical applications
of environmental and sustainability education.

Coffee break

13.00

Embedding Climate Justice Education in School
Learning, video speech by David Selby &
Fumiyo Kagawa, Sustainability Frontiers
Debate and conclusions

MODERATOR

Pietro Raitano, Journalist and Director of the
Italian magazine Altreconomia
Graphic Recording by Christopher Malapitan

Afternoon workshop
Sala Facchinetti
TIME

21 october 2015

3:00 pm – 6:00 pm

The general objective of SAME World
International workshops to be held during three
years is the revision of school curricula at European
level: drafting of a shared document on the revision
of national curricula through the inclusion of
environmental education, Environmental Justice,
Climate Change and Environmental Migrations
into the Development Education and Awareness
Raising (DEAR) School Syllabus.

The main objectives of First SAME International
workshop in Milan are:
• Sharing and comparing different experiences (at
national and regional/local level and/or specific
school experiences)
• Giving first inputs and “food for thought” to
the different stakeholders belonging to Formal
Education
System
(teachers,
university
professors, students, educators)
Participants: school teachers, University professors,
students, educators.

